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Improved patient care and cost savings after rapid access to endoscopy initiated at a community 

hospital  

The use of a detailed referral form and direct-to-procedure appointments at Vernon Jubilee Hospital 

endoscopy suite have reduced nursing overtime hours and permitted the early diagnosis of 

gastrointestinal cancers without any increase in procedural complications. 

ABSTRACT Background: In January 2016, an elective endoscopy clinic that had been operating at Vernon 

Jubilee Hospital on Monday afternoons (or Tuesday after a statutory holiday)was replaced by a Rapid 

Access Clinic for Endoscopy (RACE) to improve access to endoscopy for patients with urgent indications. 

The aim was to optimize use of existing resources and reduce wait times for specialist consultation and 

GI endoscopy for patients with cancer or other pathology. A new protocol was implemented with a 

detailed referral form and dedicated endoscopy time to allow direct-to-procedure appointments at the 

next available date. Methods: A retrospective chart review was used to compare the first 6 months post 

implementation of RACE in 2016 with the same6 months in 2015 pre-RACE. Patient cohorts were 

matched for urgent indications 

Results: The mean referral-to-scope time for patients referred to RACE was 12.1 days compared with a 

wait time for pre-RACE patients of 97.7days (P < .05). Significantly more cancers were diagnosed after 

RACE was implemented: 12 cases (11.8%) in2016 versus 2 cases (2.6%) in 2015(P < .05). In addition, 

RACE reduced nursing overtime hours: 15.75 hours versus 28.59 hours with a cost of$4256.77 versus 

$13 849.11. Patient complications were similar for RACE and pre-RACE patients.  

Conclusions: RACE improved access to endoscopy for patients with urgent indications, diagnosed 

cancers successfully, and reduced nursing overtime hours and costs without increasing procedural 

complications. 
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